AP Literature & Composition
Summer Homework
Welcome to AP Literature & Composition! To prepare for your course next year, you will
need to complete the following summer homework. This work is due at the beginning
the first day of school and will count as 10% of your first semester grade.
Edgenuity Module: The bulk of the summer work is an Edgenuity module in which you
will study Antigone by Sophocles, MacBeth by Shakespeare and Gulliver’s Travels by
Jonathan Swift. To help with this Edgenuity will direct you to watch videos and complete
journal entries, as well as other assignments. Be sure to follow all directions in
Edgenuity fully.
When you return to school at the start of next year you will complete four assessments
to illustrate your understanding of the summer work. Please see below for a
summary of these assessments. These assessments will be included in your summer
homework grade, so be sure to study for them.
Tome of Terms Test: In the first lesson in Edgenuity you will learn the structure of this
course and be given some resources to help you prepare for the AP test. The tome of
terms is one of those resources. You will take a test on these terms in the first class
next year. No notes are allowed, so be sure to study.
Literary Short Responses: You will be asked to write a short response based on the
content and themes of each of the three texts covered in the Edgenuity module. No
notes are allowed, so be sure to study.
I will be working as summer school teacher, and so will be available if you have any
questions. You can reach me by email at rachael_rehage@redlands.k12.ca.us. If your
module is not turned on, it is your responsibility to contact me to get it turned on.
Have a great summer!

